We are considering the immediate needs in triage, acute care, and administration by addressing how planning for patient flow impacts the delivery of care. Kimball Health is taking action to help enhance the patient experience. This offering of flexible and adaptable solutions considers care for the caregivers and addresses the needs of today to serve the demands of tomorrow.

CDA 202033 for Vizient GPO Customers

CDA 202034 for Premier GPO Customers

CDA 202042 for Standard Customers

CDA 202082 for Packaged Office Contract Customers

*CDA 202043 for Disaster Emergency Declaration-Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Pandemic

*State and local government agencies can purchase off of the GSA contract in the current disaster emergency declaration.
Quickship for Care: 5 Days or Less

**Poly**

K95P

- Black Tie—BK-Standard Model for Program

**Joya Task**

K5TUFA41335

- 2D Black Arms (2DB)
- Basic Synchro-Tilt
- 1-Position Lock Control (S1L)
- Black Base (462)
- Hard Casters for Soft Floors (C46)
- Silvertex Fabric-41335, Sterling

**Exam Stool**

K72PES41335

- Black Base without footring
- Soft Casters (C4) for Hard Floors
- Silvertex Fabric-41335, Sterling

**Wren**

K70FG1B1

- Black

**DIMENSIONS**

- **Poly**
  - 32"H x 20"W x 24"D
  - SH 18"H

- **Joya Task**
  - 39¼"–43¼"H x 26¼"W x 23"D
  - SH 18½"–22½"H

- **Exam Stool**
  - 16¾"–21¼"H x 23¼"D x 23¼"W

- **Wren**
  - 33"H x 24"W x 23½"D
  - SH 17½"H

No assembly required

Requires some assembly
Quickship for Care: 5 Days or Less

**Greer**

K49RILC41335

- Infinite Back Lock
- Footrest Lever
- Individual Locking Casters
- No Options Available
- Silvertex Fabric - 41335, Sterling

**DIMENSIONS**

46"H x 30⅞"W x 28⅛"D  
SH 22¾"H

No assembly required

**Meadow**

K69R24ILC41335

- Infinite Back Lock
- Footrest Lever
- Individual Locking Casters
- No Options Available
- Silvertex Fabric - 41335, Sterling

**DIMENSIONS**

46¼"H x 33"W x 32"D  
SH 21¾"H

No assembly required

**Aidin**

41K1824RT405LL501

- Rectangle TFL Top in Designer White (405) with Vinyl Rim
- Platinum Metallic (501) Height Adjust Base
- Front Locking Casters

**DIMENSIONS**

18"D x 24"W x 28½"–44⅛"H

Requires some assembly

**Overbed Tables**

66KOBTUGRTTM2 (set of 2)

- Rectangle 3DL Top in Hard Rock Maple
- Graphite Grey U-Base
- Sold as Set of 2

**DIMENSIONS**

17"D x 32"W x 28¾"–42"H

No assembly required
# Quickship for Care: 5 Days or Less

## Supply Cart

**66KSC263135LL405LC**

- 3-Drawer TFL Cabinet in Designer White (405)
- Curved Pulls in Platinum Metallic (501)
- Side Handle
- Locking Drawers
- Industrial Individual Locking Casters

**DIMENSIONS**

| 23¼”D x 19”W x 28½”H |

*No assembly required*

## Sanctuary

**66KLLFR18BDR405C / 66KDL18**

- Box/Hinged Door
- Right TFL Cabinet in Designer White (405)
- Flat Front with Straight Base Rail
- Studio (89) Pull in Platinum Metallic (501)
- Non-locking Drawer/Door
- Rear Locking Casters
- Drawer Liner available (66KDL18) specified separately

**DIMENSIONS**

| 23¼”D x 19”W x 28½”H |

*No assembly required*

## Privacy Screen

**66KTSF146066P501**

- Frame in Platinum Metallic (501)
- 2 Glides / 2 Locking Casters
- Screen Fabric in Sedona, Buckskin

**DIMENSIONS**

| 14”D x 60”W x 66”H |

*Requires some assembly*
Quickship for Care: Typicals

**Typical 1**
8x8 TRIAGE

- Wren
- Aidin
- Exam Stool
- Sanctuary
- Privacy Screen

**Typical 2**
8x8 TRIAGE

- Greer
- Overbed Table
  (Sold in pack of 2)

**Typical 3**
8x8 TRIAGE

- Greer
- Aidin
- Exam Stool
- Sanctuary
- Privacy Screen

**Typical 1 LAYOUT**

**Typical 2 LAYOUT**

**Typical 3 LAYOUT**
Quickship for Care: Typicals

**Typical 4**
8x8 TRIAGE

- Meadow
- Wren
- Aidin
- Sanctuary
- Joya
- Privacy Screen
- Overbed Table (Sold in pack of 2)

**Typical 5**
8x8 TRIAGE

- Poly
- Aidin
- Exam Stool
- Sanctuary
- Privacy Screen
- Greer
- Overbed Table (Sold in pack of 2)

**Typical 6**
8x8 TRIAGE

- Greer
- Poly
- Aidin
- Sanctuary
- Joya
- Privacy Screen
- Overbed Table (Sold in pack of 2)
Quickship for Care: Typicals

**Typical 7**
8x8 TRIAGE

- Poly
- Aidin
- Exam Stool
- Sanctuary
- Privacy Screen

**Typical 8**
8x8 TRIAGE

- Meadow
- Overbed Table
  *(Sold in pack of 2)*

**Typical 9**
9x10 TRIAGE

- Greer
- Overbed Table
  *(Sold in pack of 2)*
- Wren
- Sanctuary

(LINK TO TYPICAL)
Quickship for Care: Typicals

Typical 10
6x6 RESPONSIVE SOLUTION

- Meadow
- Sanctuary
- Privacy Screen
- Supply Cart
- Aidin
- Joya
- Overbed Table

LINK TO TYPICAL

Typical 11
6x6 RESPONSIVE SOLUTION

- Privacy Screen
- Supply Cart
- Aidin
- Joya

LINK TO TYPICAL
DISCLAIMER
Materials and finishes are based upon availability and are subject to change. If different options need to be selected, we will work with your team to make recommendations for alternate materials and finishes.

We are committed to fulfilling every order. Our inventory changes daily and we will help prioritize each order. We may recommend an overall phased approach plan to accommodate for very large orders. Our teams will work personally with you on this.